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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of This Study
The purpose of this study is to focus on the choral

music of Irving Gifford Fine and his place in the mainstream
of American music.

Primarily

a

composer, he was also

a

significant music educator on the faculties of Harvard and
Brandeis Universities, and the Berkshire Music School at the

Tanglewood Music Festival.
As

a

composer, Fine's output was small,

extremely high quality.

He excelled particularly

choral and chamber music genres demonstrating
of craftsmanship and eclectic style.

choral music reveals
the human voice,
line.

a

but of

A

a

in the

high degree

study of Fine's

unique sympathy and understanding for

sensitivity to the text, and clarity of

The intrinsic beauty of Fine's music has placed it in

the standard repertoire of American music.
As an educator,
of composers during the

Fine was part of the "Boston Group"
1940's and 50's who significantly

influenced the training of

a

later generation of composers,

such as Daniel Pinkhar, Emma Lou Diemer,
to name

a

few.

and Robert Starer

The "Boston Group," made up of Boston

contemporaries Harold Shapero, Arthur Berger, Lukas Foss,
Irving Fine,

Leonard Bernstein, Aaron Copland, Alexei Haieff
viii

and others,

was pivotal.

They combined European traditions,

mainly from France, with American influences and shaped

compositional aesthetics and directions.

Being great

admirers of Igor Stravinsky and Nadia Boulanger, the "Boston
Group" struggled to develop their own personal expressions

passing on their successes and failures to their students.
Need for the Study
The need for this study is demonstrated by the lack
of existing literature on Irving Fine,

of the existing bibliography

and his music.

Most

consists of music reviews and

brief references to Fine found in literature about other
composers.

Therefore, there is

a

need for

a

comprehensive

examination of his musical and educational influence.

This

study seeks to address the above needs and to identify
Irving Fine as

a

significant contributor to twentieth

century American music.

Method of Study
The method of study will include both primary and

secondary sources. Primary sources include personal
interviews with Verna Fine, widow of the composer; Richard
French, Professor Emeritus of Harvard University Music

Department,
D.

a

long -time colleague of Irving Fine; and Thomas

Perry, executive director of the Tanglewood Music

Festival during Fine's tenure.

This study will also include

Irving Fine's compositions themselves as primary sources,
ix

beginning with an overview of his major stylistic elements,
discussing influences, and continuing with

a

thorough

examination of the choral suite, The Hour -Glass, citing
specific musical examples.

Secondary sources are those written statements by
composers, music critics, and music educators concerning

Irving Fine and his music.
of more current

Other secondary sources consist

examinations of his music included in

various doctoral dissertations

listed in the following

bibliography.
This study will emphasize the composer's

contributions to twentieth century American music by tracing
the development of his musical career,

teaching,
on

compositions,

and by showing the subsequent impact Mr.

composition and teaching in America.

and

Fine had

CHAPTER

1

IRVING GIFFORD FINE, HIS LIFE AND TIMES

Biography
Irving Gifford Fine was born in Boston, December
the grandson of

1914,

U.S.

in

1882.

a

3,

Russian immigrant who settled in the

His parents, George and

Charlotte Fine,

first lived in Boston and later moved to Winthrop,

Massachusetts, where George Fine worked as an attorney.
Irving Fine attended schools in Boston 'and Winthrop

including the Boston Latin School where he met lifelong
friend and fellow composer, Leonard Bernstein.

Although he

showed an early talent for playing the piano, his parents
did not encourage him to develop his musical studies.

fact,

his father, perhaps not realizing young Irving's

talent,

discouraged music as

a

means of livelihood.

Irving Fine persisted in his musical studies.

graduated with
1938,

In

a

B.A.

degree in 1937, and

a

M.A.

He

degree in

both from Harvard University School of Music. While at

Harvard, he studied with

a

significant group of accomplished

musicians and displayed considerable talent in several
areas.

Fine studied piano with Frances L. Grover, organ
1

2

with

E.

Power Biggs,

music theory and composition with

Edward Burlingame Hill and Walter Piston,

with Archibald

T.

Davison, and

a

choral conducting

few years later,

conducting with Serge Koussevitsky.

In

1938,

orchestral

Fine studied

composition with then visiting professor Nadia

advanced

Boulanger, who had established

a

renowned career at the

American Academy of Music in Paris.

1939, he traveled to

In

France to continue under her tutelage until World War II
forced him to return home.

Throughout his career as an eminent composer and
scholar, Irving Fine was given numerous commissions,

awards

and research fellowships. Outstanding awards and fellowships

include

a

1939 Wyman Foundation

Grant;

Fulbright

a

fellowship for research in 1949; Guggenheim fellowships in
music composition in 1950 and 1958;

New York Critics

a

Citation Award in 1951; Chamber Music Prize from Friends of
Chamber Music, Inc.

in

1951;

the Award of the Society for

the Publication of American Music in

1954;

and

a

National

Institute of Arts and Letters Award in 1955.
His commissions

included Symphony (1962) by the Ford

Foundation which was premiered by the Boston Symphony
Orchestra.

Other commissions were from the Koussevitsky

Foundation, the League of Composers,

the Creative Concert

Guild, the Louisville Orchestra Guild,

School of Music,

the Harvard Glee Club,

Inc., the Julliard
the Library of

Congress, and the University of Illinois.

He also

3

received grants from the MacDowell Association in 1952 and
second Ford Foundation commission

1954,

and was working on

for

violin sonata when he died in 1962.

a

a

Teacher and Administrator
Fine began his teaching career in 1938, teaching

music theory and conducting choral groups in

a

number of

secondary schools in the Boston area as well as in

Chamberlayne Junior College.

Distinguishing himself as

a

talented musician and teacher, he was asked to join the

Harvard University music department as
1940.

In 1945,

a

teaching fellow in

he became an assistant professor,

a

position

he held until 1950, when he left Harvard for Brandeis

University.

He was also director of the Basic Piano program

from 1945-50, and assistant conductor of the Harvard Glee
Club from 1942-45.

Although Fine's career was developing, he became
increasingly disturbed over the established music curriculum
at Harvard as well as

an

overly conservative administration.

Fine's dissatisfaction at Harvard is documented by the

following statement included in the Twenty -Fifth Annual
Report for the Class of 1937,

"More questionable have been

(until very recently) the Harvard Music Department's

conservatism in matters of faculty recruitment and its
failure,

in spite of

substantial financial resources, to

stimulate and attract creativity and to provide imaginative

24

and vigorous

leadership of the musical life in the

university community.

"1

This criticism was directed primarily

at the

lack of

performing opportunities in daily classroom activities.
felt

a

He

better balance should be developed between the

academic and performance aspects of musical learning.
Consequently, he was involved in restructuring the minimum

performance requirements for music majors at Harvard.
1948, he published these changes in

Music Association Papers.

a

In

paper for the College

The following statement found in

this paper sums up his concern:

"We [at Harvard] had begun

to discover that we had some students who were articulate

about music, but were musically inarticulate. "2

Years

later, Leonard Bernstein, who had attended Harvard with

Fine,

commented about the same curriculum shortcoming during

his 1972 lecture series at Harvard entitled,

Music ": "When

I

was at Harvard,

"The Poetry of

no one was making music.

I'm so happy to hear music at Harvard now. "3
In

1950,

Abram L. Sachar, Chancellor of the newly

founded Brandeis University at Waltham, Massachusetts,

made

Irving Fine an offer to join the Brandeis music faculty.
Fine joined Brandeis as composer -in- residence,

and he was

further appointed to be the Walter W. Naumburg, Professor of
Music,

an appointment he held until his

death.

This

appointment offered Fine the opportunity to develop
approach to university fine arts curriculum.

a

fresh

5

One of the innovations Brandeis introduced into its

curriculum was the requirement that all students enroll in
one of the creative arts.

Music indeed became

a

central

part of the curriculum and also became the first graduate

program offered at Brandeis.

Irving Fine was instrumental

in

designing the creative arts curriculum and was appointed

as

the first chairman of the School of Creative Arts.

Emphasis on the creative arts at Brandeis has not
diminished.

To honor Irving Fine as

a

major contributor to

the development of the Music and Creative Arts program at

Brandeis, an endowed chair has been established in his name
as

well as an annual Irving Fine Memorial Concert.

Chancellor Sachar affords Irving Fine the deepest praise in
his book,

A

Host at Last,

No faculty member in our beginning years elicited
more respect and affection from colleagues and
students than Irving Fine....he was quite
remarkable, as a composer and a musicologist,
and as a teacher.
Unusually perhaps, for such
creative genius, he was a superb administrator
and an ideal interpreter for the needs of his
growing department....he was one of the most
distinguished American composers, but his calls
came through for more pianos, more classrooms,
more secretarial assistance, and above all, for
more funds to encourage graduate students, for
more help to Rerform the compositions of gifted

young people.
Fine's particular interest and energy in supporting
all of the creative arts whether it be theater, writing,

visual arts,

or music was

demonstrated in 1952 by his

administration of an annual summer creative arts festival
at Brandeis.

6

With the help of his good friends, Aaron Copland and Leonard
Bernstein, the festival became

forum for discussing the

a

creative arts as well as premiering many new works.

The

spirit of this endeavor is summed up by Leonard Bernstein at
the occasion of the first four day festival, July 1952:

This moment of inquiry is for the whole world: a
moment when civilization looks at itself
appraisingly, seeking a key to the future. We
cannot pretend to wisdom; but through
performance we can provoke thought and free
discussion; through discussion we can learn; and
through learnipg we can rediscover our culture
and ourselves.

Irving Fine's teaching career was not confined to

Harvard and Brandeis.

He was also on the composition staff

of the Berkshire Music

Center at Tanglewood from 1946 -1957.

He co- taught with Aaron Copland as well as with many

internationally recognized composers.

He became close

friends with Messaien, Krenek, Villa -lobos, Boulez,
Poulenc,

Chavez,

and younger composers such as Samuel Adler,

Caldwell Titcomb, Emma Lou Deimer,
In addition

to tutoring

a

and Robert Starer.

specific group of six to

nine assigned composition students in each summer session,
Fine also taught classes in score analysis.

formidable open score reader,
mentor,

Nadia Boulanger,

a

He was

a

talent he shared with his

and colleague,

Leonard Bernstein.

Sitting at the piano he often demonstrated several
alternatives to

a

particular compositional problem and

further showed how Mozart, Handel, or perhaps Stravinsky,
may have solved the same problem.

Personal letters from

7

former students

(located in four scrapbooks and six boxes of

memorabilia and now held by the Library of Congress) attest
to Irving Fine's remarkable teaching ability and popularity.
On one occasion Caldwell Titcomb wrote,

teacher at Harvard, and
afterwards. "6
1957,

never had

I

a

"Irving was my first

better one

Fine continued teaching at Tanglewood until

when summer duties at Brandeis forced him to lighten

his responsibilities.

Along with his regular teaching and administrative
duties, Irving Fine presented guest lectures at Harvard,

Amherst,

and Dartmouth.

topics of research as

a

Fulbright fellowships.

The lectures primarily involved

result of the Guggenheim and
Two notable lectures were on

"musique concrete," and the music of Milhaud, published in
the Christian Science Monitor and the New York Times,

respectively.?
Other teaching and administrative accomplishments

included

a

co- directorship of the Salzburg Seminar for

American Studies in 1950.
Writer and Music Critic
For two years Irving Fine wrote about music in

Boston for Modern Music,

entirely by composers.

a

quarterly journal written

He was not

a

caustic critic, but

took pleasure in the success of others as Abram Sachar

8

"The vocabulary of easy denigration

states in his "Eulogy":
had no appeal for him,
of the scorner.

for he did not sit in the seat

He did not dilute one iota any of his

own high standards, but the law of kindness was on his

tongue.

trusted implicitly his judgement in the creative

I

arts. "8

Fine also wrote numerous articles and reviews for
various other music journals and newspapers, and

a

short

survey of twentieth century music published in the 1948
edition of the Book of Knowledge.

Fine was

a

perfectionist.

He particularly worried over this survey because of the

limited space he was given to cover such

a

vast topic,

and

also because of the broad layman readership that forced him
to distill ideas to their simplest expression.

In the end

however he was satisfied as was the publisher.9
As

Copland,

a

discerning critic he was praised by Aaron

"His outstanding quality was his musical

sensitivity - --he had an ear one could trust.

His students

and his fellow composers depended upon him to tell the truth

about their music and, in general, about the music of our
time.

In the sureness and rightness of his

judgement we

recognized ourselves. "10
As well as being on the editorial board for the

journal,

Perspectives of New Music, and writing for

9

Modern Music, Fine published articles in the Musical
Quarterly, Notes, New York Times, and Boston Herald Tribune.

Complete Musician
Teacher,

conductor, performer,

composer,

administrator, Irving Fine was

a

complete musician.

As an accomplished concert pianist,
of the major

critic, and

he performed with most

orchestras in the New England area, and often

accompanied his own song cycles making recordings of
He conducted concerts

Mutability, and Childhood Fables.11
at Brandeis University,

the Tanglewood Music Festival, and

took great pleasure in the times he directed the Creative

Arts Festival orchestra.
of

It was

at

Tanglewood in the summer

1962 that he conducted the Boston Symphony Orchestra in

performance of his own Symphony (1962) only days before his
untimely death.
As one can see by such

was

a

a

varied career, Irving Fine

versatile and accomplished musician.

he was

a

He passionately felt that teaching

composer.

should be combined with composition.
music steadily throughout his career.

referred to him as

But above all,

a

He,

therefore, wrote

Colleagues often

musician for musicians, because he

never developed any great popular acclaim but much respect

within professional circles.12
He composed slowly,

detail.

painstakingly perfecting every

Aaron Copland speaks of this process in

a

a

10

special memoriam to Irving Fine published in the Brandeis

University newspaper Justice:
He worried considerably about each new work in
process of composition.
And yet, when we came
to know them, they had elegance, style, finish
and a naturalness of flow. His problems as a
composer, of which he had his share, concerned
matters of aesthetics, of eclecticism, of inThese limitations he recognized; they
fluence.
made him modest to a fault. But all his compositions, from the lightest to the most serious
"sound "; they have bounce and thrust and fi99esse;
they are always a musical pleasure to hear.

close friend of Fine's, Arthur Berger, also

A

recognized Fine's personal struggle and expanded it to

a

"generation of American composers whose values were

seriously challenged at

a

time when refinement of means

should have been their main concern."

Berger further writes

composer's struggle, above all at a time of
changing values, goes beyond purely musical
issues to his relation with society.
With a
fortitude that rendered him quite special among
his contemporaries, Fine faced struggle on many
fronts; in his stance before the musical public
(now addressing a wide audience, now a select
in practical affairs (administration of
one)
Brandeis School of Creative Arts, vastly
expanded under his guidance, often threatening
his speculations as composer), and in such
capacities as teacher, performer, loyal friend
of composes in need or with trouble to
unburden.
A

;

Leonard Bernstein also commented about Fine's music and

personality in reference to Fine's The Diversions for
Orchestra which he (Bernstein) conducted:
True charm is one of the most difficult things
to achieve musically, and Fine has achieved it
by simply and honestly revealing the mans n music.
In these pieces we behold a personality.

11

Influences
One of the most significant influences on Irving

Fine was his advanced composition teacher, Nadia Boulanger.
It was through Boulanger that Fine developed an admiration

for the French musical tradition and thought.

The political,

cultural,

America and Europe created

a

and economic events in

climate that was conducive for

Americans to travel to France and study composition with
Boulanger at the American Academy at Fountainbleu.
events started in the second decade of

These

the 20th century

when Paris became more and more the cultural center of

western Europe.

It was

in Paris

that Diaghilev's Russian

ballet company decided to stay after the Russian revolution.
Even before the revolution,

the great Russian choreographer,

Diaghilev, produced three ballets which established the fame

Stravinsky's music greatly impressed

of Igor Stravinsky.

the music establishment and quickly established Paris as

center for new music.

artistic activities.

Paris was also the center for other
Jean Cocteau,

the influential writer;

Eric Satie, musician and philosopher;
painter,

formed

a

a

and Pablo Picasso,

nucleus of creative energy.

The

collective reputations of such people drew artists to France
from around the world, particularly from the United States.

Political events also encouraged the migration of
artists to France.

The two world wars and the suppression

of the Nazi regime excluded

Germany and Austria from their

12

former cultural leadership.

Political upheaval in eastern

Europe and Spain also contributed to
In America

artists to France.

a

huge expatriation of

the prosperity of the 20's,

faster transatlantic travel, and

a

new socialistic idealism

combined to make European travel accessible and appealing.
These conditions,

coupled with the fact that America

still had developed no strongly indigenous musical

tradition,

drew young American composers to France.

Aaron

Copland was one of the first American students to study with

Boulanger beginning in 1920, and it was largely through his

enthusiasm that the flow to France and her tutelage was
encouraged.

Boulanger fostered this relationship by

repeatedly coming to the United States and teaching for
periods of time in the Boston area.

It was

during one of

these teaching visits that Irving Fine met Boulanger.

He

was immediately drawn to her considerable teaching ability.

Boulanger's influence is seen more in
composing rather than
considered herself

a

a

means of

Boulanger never

composer but aspired to be the very

best teacher possible.
a

specific style.

a

Her effectiveness and popularity as

teacher of composition is well documented by the

approximately six hundred American students who studied with
her.

Nadia Boulanger was an accomplished pianist who was
able to read full orchestral scores,

was

impeccable.

She was

a

and whose musical ear

respected conductor, both of

13

instrumental and choral music, and she was also the first
woman conductor invited to lead the Boston Symphony

Orchestra (1938).

She was

great admirer and personal

a

student of Gabriel Faure.

Boulanger stressed self -criticism, attention to the
basics,

extreme self discipline, craftsmanship,

individual expression.

and

She believed in focusing one's

entire attention on the task at hand no matter how great or
small the circumstance.

Elizabeth Mruk Stevens,

In

a

dissertation written by

"The Influence of Nadia Boulanger on

Composition in the U.S.," Stevens attributes both the

conservative nature of the works she discusses (one being
Irving Fine's Music for Piano) and the care and skill in
their construction to Boulanger's personal aesthetics and

teaching style.16
Boulanger's letters to Irving Fine indicated that
she considered him an extremely talented composer and

musician.
family,

as

She had great personal fondness for Fine and his

shown in the many letters she wrote to Mrs. Fine
on the anniversaries of

and their children

Irving Fine's

death. 17
One can see much of Boulanger in Irving Fine.

He

was also an accomplished pianist and capable of

sight- reading massive orchestral scores.
ear

combined with

a

His keen musical

thorough understanding of the Classical

composers and their methods and techniques was his main

14

Fine's primary compositional concerns

guiding force.

involved polished craftsmanship, individual expression,
taste and appropriateness,
the unity of

a

whole work.

a

high degree of lyricism,

and

All of these concerns are

manifested in his compositions and are repeatedly emphasized
in his

numerous published articles and reviews.
Fine was

a

great admirer of Igor Stravinsky before

he met Nadia Boulanger.

She, however,

underscored his

admiration for Stravinsky through much score analysis.
Boulanger repeatedly emphasized Stravinsky's craftsmanship
and compositional

integrity and often made comparisons of

his music to the music of the Classical and Baroque masters:
Bach,

Handel, Mozart, and Haydn.

Fine's development techniques generally reflect his

Harvard studies with Walter Piston, especially in Fine's use
of complex contrapuntal devices

and eclectic elements taken

from numerous sources.
Aaron Copland was also

a

significant influence,

although Fine was selective in adopting those elements that
he particularly felt worked and discarding others that

didn't work.

sustaining

a

For example, Fine felt that Copland's habit of

word over several measures that has an ending

consonant or diphthong obscured its understanding, because,
by the time the audience heard the completion,

lost.

On the other hand,

the word was

Fine was very complimentary in

review of Copland's Twelve Poems of Emily Dickinson.

a

Fine

15

praises the music as being "romantic but dignified and

Copland at his very best, most inspired, and

elevated

most personal. "18

It

interesting that Irving Fine's The

is

Hour -Glass was also written at the same time as The Twelve

Poems of Emily Dickinson.

Much of what Fine says of

Copland's work can in turn be said of The Hour -Glass.
elegant, romantic,

and dignified while still expressing

extreme emotions.

The Hour -Glass will be discussed in

detail in

a

It

is

later chapter.

Copland dedicated each poem to

a

particular composer

friend, and Irving Fine was given the honor for the sixth in
the series,

"Sleep

is

supposed to be."

composed Childhood Fables for Grown -ups,
for voice and piano.

Fine similarly
a

set of solo songs

He not only dedicated each song to

a

composer friend as did Copland, but also characterized them
in

the music and text.

The text was written by Gertrude

Norman whom Fine had met at the MacDowell Colony.

They

collaborated on this project bringing forth, quite
successfully,

a

charming,

humorous cycle of songs that has

made its way into standard vocal literature.

Undoubtedly the most significant impact on Irving
Fine's composition was the music of Igor Stravinsky,

particularly in Fine's early compositions,
of his major

choral works.

The most obvious similarity can

be seen in the predominance of driving,

and anapestic rhythms

which include all

often syncopated,

(phrases beginning on two weak beats).
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Other similarities are:

continually changing meters, static

harmonies (although essentially diatonic), sharp use of

dissonance as an expressive and coloristic device, and the
use of Classical and Baroque techniques and forms.
In Example

1,

a

and

b,

a

comparison of excerpts from

Stravinsky's Les Noces and Irving Fine's "Against Jealousy,"
several of these similarities are apparent.
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Static harmony and syncopation
Les Noces, Igor Stravinsky
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Static harmony and syncopation
"Against Jealousy ", Irving Fine

First, the same harmonies are extended over
of measures,

a

number

relying on rhythmic elements for interest.

Second, notice the syncopated rhythms that are created by
the "sfz"

in the first

line of the "Against Jealousy."

Stravinsky also uses syncopation in the Les Noces excerpt
but by varying the meters in quick succession while keeping

the same rhythmic pattern.

Third, both Fine and Stravinsky

18

deliberately obscure the meter: Fine, by using the tied
notes across measure lines,

and by using offbeat accents;

Stravinsky, by not coinciding the repeated patterns with any
one meter.
In his masters thesis, Fine writes about

Stravinsky's contributions to twentieth century music.

Fine

came to the following conclusions which also seem to

particularly characterize his own compositional style:
1)

Stravinsky developed

a

more precise harmonic

vocabulary;
2)

He emphasized

3)

He created more formal conciseness;

4)

He used rhythmic innovation and vitality as central

a

more linear type of writing;
and,

elements.19
In his

summary of twentieth century music written for the

1948 edition of the Book of Knowledge, Fine credits

Stravinsky as having influenced many young composers.
states Stravinsky's most striking contribution was
to

a

more simplistic classical style as

a

a

He

return

reaction to the

pretense of late romanticism and impressionism.

He credits

Stravinsky with helping to create an international style and
to revive

interest in the forms and techniques of the

eighteenth century. 20
Fine's own preoccupation with sonorities also

attracted him to Stravinsky.

In his article

"Stravinsky and

the Younger Composers," Arthur Berger concludes that Fine

19

was mostly attracted to Stravinsky for lyricism and delicate

sonority more so than tonal function and structure.21
is

This

supported by Fine himself in his review of Stravinksy's

Symphony in Three Movements,

in which he says,

"In his

search for new sonorities and new forms of expression,

he(Stravinsky)

is

still

a

young composer; the most youthful

and forward- looking of them all."22

The most apparent Stravinskian element in Fine's

music is the continued emphasis on rhythmic innovation

including many irregular accents, extensive syncopation and
quickly changing meters.

Fine's preference for economy of

musical material is further evidence of Stravinsky, and the
neo- classic approach to composition.

Fine took the raw innovations of Stravinsky and
refined them.
innovator.

He was more of

Like Stravinsky,

a

master craftsman than an

he preferred to work within

very confined limits believing that his creativity was more

stimulated than if no limits at all were applied.

Although

Fine openly accepted the experimental techniques, such as
"musique concrete," aleatoric music,

and serial techniques,

he preferred to compose within the order and discipline of

established forms.

incorporate

12

Only in his later career did he seek to

tone serial techniques into his predominantly

neo- classic style.
In completing this discussion of

influences, one

cannot neglect the general influence of the "Boston group"

20

and the support of Koussevitsky.

The "Boston Group," as

Arthur Berger so named it, was made up of fellow composers

connected with Harvard and the Boston area.
was regarded as the godfather of this group.

members were of

a

Aaron Copland
The other

slightly younger generation: Lukas Foss,

Harold Shapero, Alexei Haieff, Irving Fine, Leonard
Bernstein, and Arthur Berger.

They performed and conducted

each other's music, wrote critical reviews and feature

articles about each other's music, and studied and discussed

music together.
Serge Koussevitsky,

Symphony Orchestra,

then conductor of the Boston

added further support to Boston area

composers when he created Tanglewood as

a

summer retreat for

the Boston Symphony Orchestra and other young musicians of

New England.

He created Tanglewood primarily as

to experience and make music,

a

workshop

without the typical regular

season demands for more commercial programming.

Tanglewood

offered these young musicians the opportunity to experiment
and to come under the tutelage of the major international

composers of the day.

Koussevitsky strongly believed that

composers should have the experience of hearing and

conducting their own music.

Therefore, he also gave

instruction in orchestral conducting.

Irving Fine had the

privilege of studying orchestral conducting with

Koussevitsky as in fact did many other Boston area
composers,

including Leonard Bernstein and Lukas Foss.

21

An anecdote has survived that relates Koussevitsky's

reaction to

a

particularly poor conducting session Fine had

while directing the Tanglewood orchestra in rehearsal,
Fine, Fine

that was awful!

"

"Oh

3

The experience of Tanglewood was extremely

supportive for

a

number of reasons:

1)

Composers

congregated from around the world and discussed their craft;
2)

The young composers connected with more established

artists and benefited from their advice and suggestions;

3)

Composers were able to immediately hear their compositions

played by competent musicians, and, therefore, could make

modifications as necessary; and,

4)

Composers had the

experience of conducting, and communicating to the
performers exactly what they wanted to hear.
of the Tanglewood summer sessions

is

The influence

easily seen in the

number of Tanglewood participants who are on faculties of
leading universities across the country or filling primary
chairs in major orchestras.

CHAPTER

2

STYLISTIC ELEMENTS OF FINE'S MUSIC

French Neo- Classicism
Irving Fine's early compositions were committed to

a

neo- classicism patterned after that of Stravinsky.

Neo- classicism in retrospect may be somewhat vague and
non -definable due to conflicting opinions of historians and

musicologists over the past thirty years.
the period from 1920 to

1950,

Nevertheless,

in

along with the new national

styles that were developing, there was another dominant idea
of

a

neo- tonality,

or

if you will,

neo- classicism, which was

essentially international in character.
Eric Salzman in his book, Twentieth Century Music:
An Introduction discusses "neo- classicism" as

less important with the distance of time.

a

term that is

However,

it was

very important in the musical world Fine found himself in

the late thirties and forties while still at Harvard.

As

Salzman further states "the French tradition of witticisms
and musical

jollity greatly influenced the general

international character of neo- classicism." 24
exactly where Irving Fine's style

is

rooted.

This is

From his

earliest choral composition, The Alice in Wonderland Set
to one of his

I,

latest choral suites, McCord's Menagerie,

French humour permeates both the music and texts.
22

Leonard

23

Bernstein's earlier quote confirms the humor in Fine's music
(refer to footnote

1

5)

:

"True charm is one of the most

difficult things to achieve musically and Fine has accomplished this in the 'Diversions.'
Such

appealing.

a

They are coy, witty,

and

man is rare enough to cause rejoicing. "25

Economy of Musical Material
To Fine,

the music of Stravinsky was fresh and vital

while it still paid homage to earlier values of form and

Stravinsky's music particularly appealed to Fine

technique.

because it was concise, well crafted, and economic in its
This was

use of musical ideas.

a

refreshing change from the

thick and sentimental textures and harmony of late

romanticism.

Coming from the same perspective as the recent

French reaction to romanticism, Fine followed Eric Satie's
ideas of

a

simplification process.

He meticulously composed

music based on germinal ideas using specific intervals and

rhythmic motives connecting movements and smaller sections.
This method provided

a

minimum of musical material while

gaining much overall unity.

Using less material, however,

required great craftsmanship in manipulating musical ideas.
Fine displayed such craftsmanship and method of economy

throughout all of his compositional career.
One notes

in

The Choral New Yorker and The

Hour -Glass how all individual pieces are thematically

related.

Later, in his much acclaimed Fantasia for String

Trio composed in 1958 for the Julliard String Quartet,

24

Maurice Laney notes in his dissertation study that all of
the melodic and much of the harmonic material of the entire

trio is derived from the opening viola statement of the
first movement.

Laney concluded in his study that Fine's

consistent use of short melodic fragments and motives as

primary development technique achieved

a

a

high degree of

unity and coherence and was the primary contributing factor
to the success of the Fantasia.26

This idea of economy also supported Irving Fine's

compulsion to refine and polish.

His style of composing was

to make every note count and to make the interior structure
as

logical and inscrutable as the surface.

Fine perferred

to compose for small groups of singers or instruments.

He

believed that these combinations best expressed the

refinements inherent in his music.
a

Fine was referred to as

"musical aristocrat" in the American Record Guide, October

1967,

in a

quote by Aaron Copland,

distinguished by sensitivity,

"...whose work was

taste, and ripeness of

execution. "27

Emphasis on Linear Writing
Along with the stylistic elements of humour and
further element in his composition

craftsmanship, Fine has

a

that is less definable:

his skill in creating melody and

developing the beauty of each horizontal line.
to be more of an intuitive skill as well as

a

This seems

particular

sensitivity to the medium for which he is writing.

David

25

Epstein supports this in his definition of Fine's musical

personality in an article about the Symphony (1962) written
for Perspectives of New Music,

"a

mixture of refined lyrical

qualities and neo- classicism. "28
In his compositional procedure Fine tried to restore

the linear aspect of writing to

a

more important role and

tended to let the harmony result from the superimposition of

individual lines.

This often created

that obscured the key centers.

a

harmonic language

This important stylistic

trait is emphasized in Steven's comparison of Stravinsky and
Fine:

The harmonic language of the "Waltz- gavotte" (Fine's
Music for Piano) is comparable to that of the Sonate
Not only does the
pour piano (1924) of Stravinsky.
work reflect the Fine in its third key relationships
between the movements- -one in c major, two in a -flat
major, and three in e minor - -, but the deliberate
obscuring of key areas in the manner de Bribed in the
"Waltz- gavotte" is also quite apparent.
This obscuring of key areas is created by constantly

changing the third degree of the scale and /or inserting
notes completely out of the predominant scale.

In his

discussion Stevens gives several examples of such treatment.
A

in

number of reviewers have referred to Fine's skill

clarifying each line within the overall texture.

Fine

achieves this by using the vocal or instrumental ranges and

timbre to their best advantage.

Ronald Wise summarizes this

ability in his dissertation on the scoring of Fine's Partita
for Wind Quintet.

He says that the high musical quality of

the Partita is the result of effective scoring,

26

showing that Fine fully understands the instruments of the

woodwind quintet.

Wise continues to discuss in length

Fine's effective use of each instrument in the

composition.30
Effective Sonorities
Sonority was of the utmost importance to Irving
Fine.

He believed that the ear was the final

judge of

a

composition and built sonorities exactly as he wanted them.
The combination of his remarkable ear, knowledge of

instruments, and craftsmanship produced sonorities that
awaken an interest within the performer.
Hour -Glass sonorities

In the The

are always fresh and interesting.

The

sonorities are never muddy, too rich, or over sentimental

despite the emotion depicted.
Borrowing from Baroque techniques, Fine often used
the concertante forms to vary sonorities, using combinations
of solos or small solo groups and tutti.
is

His choral music

completely infused with solos and solo groups which often

alternate,
format.

overlap, or sing simultaneously in double choir

Sometimes the highest solo or solo group will sing

the primary melody with lower parts accompanying as in the

French chanson style (melody in the topmost voice)

.

Rhythmic Energy
The most distinctive stylistic quality throughout
all of his music is his rhythmic drive.

He once said that

27
he had an affinity with the energetic music of the Baroque
But beyond Fine's use of motor type rhythmic

concertos.31
figures,

one can trace Stravinskian rhythmic treatments of

cross accentuation set against
pulse,

a

real or anticipated regular

shifting irregular meters, syncopation,

and short

reiterated figures not coinciding with the main pulse.
Fine's music has

a

forward motion and rhythmic variety that

requires virtuosic performers.

A case

part of The Choral New Yorker.

The publisher complained

in point

that the piano part was inaccessible and

was requested.

version

is

the piano

simpler version

a

The request was met although the published

still quite demanding.32

Rhythmic vitality in performance
each composition's success.

is

In Bernstein's

"The Poetry of Music" at Harvard in 1972,

listening to
Finally,

is

a

essential for
lecture series,

Bernstein was

student group performing Fine's Partita.

exasperated at the group's doggedness, he

exclaimed,
surprises.

"this piece is whimsical.

It's full of

It should be played with energy and bounce. "33

Struggle for Individuality
Irving Fine was characteristic of
changes were being made.

time when great

Although he used the twelve -tone

technique in his later compositions,
neo -tonal concepts.

a

it

reversed his earlier

His Symphony (1962) was an attempt to

reconcile his earlier commitment to neo- classicism with

technique that was seemingly the opposite.

The struggle

a

28

itself

is

the subject matter of the Symphony.

twelve tone technique within music that

is

The modified

strongly tonal is

his attempt to bring together expressionism and classicism.

Irving Fine was by no means the first American serialist,

or

was he an innovator, but he was one of the first to grasp
the change, using this new idiom but still maintaining

connections with his neo- classic roots.
Fine's works of this style began with the String
Quartet and was later followed by the Fantasia for String
Trio.

Martin Boykan,

at Brandeis,

was

a

a

fellow composer and faculty member

suggests that Fine's last work, Symphony (1962)

summation of these two earlier works, the formal

design of the Trio combined with the rhetoric of the

Quartet.3

Fine mentions in the original program notes for

the Symphony that much of the material of the Symphony

returns in the final movement highly "metamorphosed,"

a

neo- classic technique he used throughout all his

compositional life, even in this twelve tone work.35

Boykan

further suggested in the same article that Fine had

relinquished the twelve tone idiom and had begun to work on
a

violin sonata in

a

freer chromatic idiom.

It is

unfortunate for American music that Fine did not get
chance to fully work out this change in direction.

a

Although

Fine seems very conservative in retrospect, Boykan states,

"...there were two main roads for

Hindemith and Stravinsky.

a

composer of the 40's,

Fine chose Stravinsky, the one

29

less traveled at the time.

He was

a

restless composer,

always seeking and finding; he remained an explorer until
the end of his short career. "36

CHAPTER

3

MAJOR CHORAL WORKS

Alice in Wonderland
All of Irving Fine's choral works were composed

between 1942 and

They are more conservative than his

1957.

instrumental works, especially those from the 50's and 60's.
By far the most popular,

and most accessible of the choral

works, are the two Alice in Wonderland sets.
The first set,

composed for

a

comprised of three choruses, was

combined choir of the Harvard Glee Club and

the Radcliffe Choral Society.
1943.

It was premiered March

While teaching at Harvard, Fine composed the Alice in

Wonderland songs initially as incidental music for
dramatic production written by John Horns Burns.
a

4,

a

Burns was

friend from Fine's school days at Harvard and later the

author of the novel, The Gallery.

The three choruses:

"Lobster Quadrille," "Lullaby of the Duchess," and "Father

William" were originally composed for orchestra and mixed
chorus,

but due to their immediate popularity with high

school and college choruses,

a

piano accompaniment was

provided for the first published version.
30

31

The second set, also made up of three choruses,

was

commissioned in 1953 by Bradford Junior College and uses
only women's voices and piano.

The choruses are:

"The

Knave's Letter," "The White Knight's Song," and "Beautiful
Soup."

Fine takes particular advantage of the treble voice

sonorities and captures the spirit of the nonsensical texts.

Throughout Irving Fine's music, one is aware of
of humor,

a

keen sense

and the Alice in Wonderland sets are typical

examples of such wry humor.
years after the first set,

The second set,
is

composed ten

more chromatic and is more

representative of Fine's mature writing style.
It

is

interesting to note that David Del Tredici,

composer of the next generation and

a

student of Brandeis,

used the same subject matter of Fine's Alice and Wonderland
in

composing Alice's Adventures in Wonderland for soprano

and orchestra.

David Del Tredici has expanded on the Alice

theme by composing an entire symphony dedicated to Aaron
Copland.

Del Tredici was awarded the coveted Brandeis

Creative Arts Award for music composition in 1973.
Fine's Alice in Wonderland bears the lyricism and

marked rhythmic vitality characteristic of all his
compositions.

Each movement is diatonic and uses

dissonances more sparingly than his later works.

The pieces

have an essential and complementary piano part not relegated
to

just an accompaniment function but playing an equal role

to the voices.

With the exceptions of the

a

cappella

32

The Hour -Glass and McCord's Menagerie, Fine's major choral

works and song cycles are distinguished by imaginative and

contributory piano scores.
Choral New Yorker
The next series of choral songs entitled The Choral
New Yorker is much more chromatic and is also augmented by

demanding piano part.

Fine called this

variations with piano obligato.

a

a

set of choral

Perhaps because of the

difficult piano part the set has been far less frequently

performed than his other choral music.
The songs are well- crafted and exhibit delightful

humor.

Although the frequent use of major seventh and

second harmonies requires singers with good pitch retention,
a

good college chorus should be able to perform The Choral

New Yorker.

The series deserves much more exposure than it

has received.

First performed on January 25, 1945, this series of
four songs based on texts found in The New Yorker magazine

show the beginning of Fine's own distinct style.
is

The music

basically tonal with dissonance added for expression.

Example

2

is

taken from the fourth song,

October," also subtitled "Epilogue ".

"Design for

The entire piece is

composed around the four chord progression shown in Example
2a.

Fine's tendency toward economy of material is evident

even in this early work.

Example 2b, compares the
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accompaniment and choral chord progression with the simple
four chord progression of Example

a
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"Design for October," The Choral New Yorker

Example

2.

Economy of musical material

34
In this series Fine also shows his

interest in

scoring for different voice combinations to create

a

variety

The set of four songs has various voicings:

of

sonorities.

1)

"The Hen Party" is scored for mixed chorus and piano;

2)

"Caroline Million," for four part treble chorus with soprano
and alto solos and piano;

3)

"Pianola D'amore," for

three -part men's voices (TBB) and piano; and 4) "Design for

October," for four part mixed chorus with baritone solo, and
piano.
As the titles

indicate, humor and satire are the

subjects again for Fine's music.

The texts lend themselves

to rhythmic drive and buoyancy while the piano plays at

least an equal,

and at times predominant, part in the

compositions.
It should be noted that the presence of The Harvard

Glee Club, Radcliffe Choral Society, New England
Conservatory Chorus,

and other excellent choral ensembles

provided the forces for the performance of new choral works
in the New England area.

These performing ensembles

encouraged the writing of new compositions, and often

commissioned and performed music written by the Boston area
composers.

Irving Fine of course was one of the primary

benefactors of these commissions.
directors of these ensembles,
G.

Encouragement from the

such as Archibald T.

Davison,

Wallace Woodworth, and Lorna Cook deVaron was extremely

helpful in developing the careers of young composers such

35
as Irving Fine,

Harold Shapero, Lukas Foss, Leonard

Bernstein, David Diamond, and Louisa Talma.
This support for choral music came at

a

very

critical time, when composers preferred to write only
instrumental music.

Irving Fine addressed this problem in

one of his lectures at Harvard.
in

the Harvard Summer News,

The following was recorded

August,

13,

1953:

Fine outlined why American composers avoid writing
for chorus: 1. the vocal medium is very limiting
compared to orchestral capacities; 2. the text is
often regarded as a nuisance especially contemporary
American poetry; and 3. the tradition in this
country supports professional instrumentalists, but
not professional singing ensembles, therefore the
composer must write for amateur groups which
severely limits the difficulty of the work.
On the other hand,

Irving Fine stated as part of the same

lecture, "One of the great virtues of choral music is that
it

is

not dependent on an audience for complete fulfillment.

Furthermore, the chorus has tremendous appeal as

a

human,

personal thing."
McCord's Menagerie
For the

100th anniversary of the Harvard Glee Club,

Irving Fine was commissioned to write McCord's Menagerie,

a

setting of four light poems written by David McCord, author
of

some twenty books of contemporary American poetry.

The

settings are entitled; "Vultur Gryphus," "Jerboa," "Mole,"
and

"Clam."

deftness

at

vocal lines,

These short pieces again reveal Fine's

creating interesting sonorities, clear linear
and idiomatic writing for the male voice.

36
these settings for male voices he uses

In

a

sparseness of material with an emphasis on clarity of line.
This clarity is achieved through extensive two part and
The harmony is diatonic with added

unison writing.

Example

dissonances of major and minor 2nds and 7ths.

3

shows the concise phrasing and simple texture that add to

Also in Example

the success of these pieces.
and 4,

3,

measures

3

note the syncopation that propels the piece forward.

The use of jazz -like rhythms and nonsensical syllables add
to the overall humor and charm that

i

p With
poco >____

bounce

simile

is

projected.

3
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Example

3.

Simple texture and concise phrasing
"Vultur Gryphus," McCord's Menagerie
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Other incidental choral pieces are included in

Fine's output that deserve to be mentioned.

They are "An

Old Song," composed for the 70th birthday of A. T. Davison,
"In Grato Jubilo,"

composers on

a

a

collaboration of Fine and four other

choral setting for Koussevitsky's 25th

anniversary with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and "A Short
Alleluia" for treble voices.
"An Old Song" is

a

choral setting of an ancient

Hebrew poem written for

a

by Boosey and Hawkes in

1953,

cappella mixed chorus.
it has

Published

the same elements as

The Hour -Glass; highly sectional and basically diatonic with

extensive added dissonances.

It is

a

short piece of

approximately four minutes, but includes attractive melodies
and well crafted spacing of the voices.

Serge Koussevitsky was greatly admired and respected
for his support of young composers and their music.

Therefore, to celebrate Koussevitsky's 25 year tenure with
the Boston Symphony Orchestra,

Boston composers Lukas Foss,

Eric Fromm, Alexei Haieff, Alan Sapp and Irving Fine each

composed
Jubilo."

a

section of music based on the old hymn "In Grato
The piece was scored for women's voices and

orchestra but has never been published.

The manuscript

may

be obtained by contacting the American Music Center in New

York.

Another composition published by Boosey and Hawkes
is

entitled "A Short Alleluia" for

a

cappella treble voices.
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short canon with some colorful harmonic changes.

It

is

is

appropriate for an amateur women's chorus because it

a

not difficult.
as

a

It
is

The piece is very lively and would function

good encore number.

Irving Fine also arranged the first set of Aaron

Copland's Old American Songs for chorus, as well as the
popular "Ching -a- Ring- Chaw ", the fifth song in the second
set.

These pieces are highly accessible for high school and

college choirs and have become popular in the standard

American choral repertoire.

CHAPTER
THE HOUR GLASS

4

CHORAL CYCLE

Introduction
The Hour -Glass

is

a

cycle of six songs set to poems

by the Elizabethan poet Ben Jonson.

This choral cycle was

composed for the New England Conservatory Chorus directed by
Lorna Cooke deVaron,

a

long -time friend of Irving Fine.

Fine and deVaron met at Harvard through collaborations

between the Radcliffe Choral Society and the Harvard Glee
DeVaron directed the Radcliffe Choral Society and

Club.

Fine directed the Harvard Glee Club at that time.
Hour -Glass was composed between

1949 and

The

1950, while Fine

was in Paris. The choral cycle was published by G. Schirmer,
Inc.

in

1951.

This edition is still available and is now

distributed by Hal Leonard Publishers (who have recently
taken over the G.

Schirmer catalogue).

The Hour -Glass represents Irving Fine's mature
style.

It shows Fine's

affinity for neo- classicism,

diatonic harmony, extensive use of 7th,
sonorities,

9th and

13th chord

coloristic dissonances, and predominantly

homophonic texture.

The Hour -Glass also demonstrates those

particular characteristics that set Fine's writing apart and

distinguishes

it

as

extremely well crafted and
39
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musically sensitive.
melody and

It reveals Fine's

skill in writing

using highly expressive techniques that some

critics have said make his music neo- romantic as well.
One such critic, Virgil Thomson,

compared Fine to

the French composer Henri Sauguet and suggests that they

both represent

a

"neo- romanticism...the revival of the

intimate romanticism that prevailed among composers like
Schumann,

before the advent of Wagnerian grandiosity."

Thomson further explains this trend,
sentiment is the thing sought.
general temper.

Elegance

"Spontaneity of

Internationalism is the

its real preoccupation. "37

is

Certainly the composer of The Hour -Glass was seeking
a

"spontaneity of sentiment" in his search for an

appropriate text.

In the original program notes for the

performance of The Hour -Glass,

dated May

1,

1951,

it states

that Mr. Fine was so taken by the beauty of the famous

"Lament" by Ben Jonson that it prompted him to compose an

entire choral cyle of Jonson's poems.

His research for the

texts led to his discovery of many little known Jonson
works, especially

a

collection entitled The Underwood which

then became the source for the other texts of the cycle.38

Irving Fine's contemporary musical settings of

Elizabethan poetry, although from today's perspective seem
very conservative, prompted

from reviewers of 1951.

a

distinct difference of opinion

Noting that Elizabethan

41

verse may require an Elizabethan style of musical setting,
Cyrus Durgin of the Boston Globe declares the music is "all

head and no heart...coldly academic and without the

slightest reflection of the beauty of Ben Jonson's poems. "39
On

the other hand, Jules Wolffers of the Christian Science

Monitor writes,

"The Hour -Glass choral suite captures the

spirit and expression of the beautiful verse without

recourse to archaisms or programmatic effects.
limpid music, pure and unaffected,

writing technique, and it

is

This is

sure mastery of choral

by no means easy to sing. "40

Textual Treatment
Irving Fine chose specific texts because of their
high emotional contrasts.

In his program notes for the

original performance of The Choral New Yorker by the
Julliard Chorus Fine states,
of contrasts,

"I was

of bitter and sweet,

struck by the presence
of joviality and sadness,

and yet of overall seriousness. "41
The Hour -Glass emphatically bears this out in the

emotional and corresponding musical contrasts from one piece
to the next:

1)

the gay ribaldry of "0 know to end as to

begin "; 2) the awe and beauty depicted in "Have you seen the

white lily grow ";

3)

the confused and harried expression of

youth in "0 do not wanton with those eyes

declamation of "Against Jealousy";
love -lost in "Lament

";

5)

";

4)

the powerful

the sorrow of

and 6) the contemplation and

resignation of the final chorus "The Hour-Glass."
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Secondly, Fine chose poetry that inspired the
The rhythmic possiblities of

rhythm.

a

text stimulated one

of Irving Fine's most distinctive personal characteristics,

that of driving inventive rhythms.

In Example 4,

"O Know to

End as to Begin," his use of rhythmic motives and musical

accents to emphasize the words "end," "begin," and "sin" is
Each of these words is prepared by

extraordinary.
rhythmic motive.
the off -beats

In addition,

(mm.

1,

6,

and

a

similar

the accented words come on

11)

and obscure the main meter.

Fine also obscures the meter by tying notes across bar lines
as we see

in

the same example, mm.

2,

7,

and

11.

5

i

Po

z-14-4-7-----11-1
*if

O know to end,

s

01

a

-at

as to be - gin
9

12

tfrmp
s

,

A

Example

4.

min - ute's

r1

loss

MEL

is

sin

Emphasizing key words by rhythm
and accents
"O know to end as to begin,"
The Hour Glass
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Fine's overall craftmanâhip and attention to detail
can be seen in his use of the same rhythmic motive

throughout the entire choral cycle.
overall musical unity,

He was concerned about

concern he repeatedly discussed in

a

his numerous reviews of other composers' works.

shows how Fine uses

a

Example

5

rhythmic motive of "long -long-

short -long" in four different songs with only slight

variations.

This motive is in fact used in the opening

statement of three of the songs.

opening statement

:

m

6b

i_-

O know to end,

O!

imitative section

r
La

la

la

la

-7777
la

la

la

la

"O know to end as to begin"

Example 5a.

The rhythmic motive long- long- short -long
throughout The Hour -Glass

-7

a/b

imitative section
,np molto ritmico, poco

reato

m

get thee quick -

Go,

ly

forth,_

Love's sick - ness

"Against Jealousy"

opening statement
Alleg etto

p

=

circa 108

dolce, legato
do

o

not wan

ton with those eyes,

"O do not wanton with those eyes"

opening statement
Andante. semplice

p

=

r

Do

rbut

circa 72

r

con

sid

er

"The Hour- Glass"

Example 5b.

The rhythmic motive long- long- short -long
throughout The Hour -Glass
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The natural inflections

take precedence over the meter.

of the words and phrases

Therefore,

often be asymmetric and of varying lengths,

changes in the given meter.

short phrases,

each

a

requiring rapid

This is seen in Example

There is

taken from the "Lament."

phrases may

succession of four

a

different length, with

meter in each measure.

6,

a

change of

The last three phrases also have

syncopated entrances which serve to separate them and accent
Phrase

the asymmetry.

pulses; phrase

2

1

has two and

a

half quarter note

has two quarter note pulses;

two quarter note pulses;

and phrase

4

phrase

flow'rs, Fall,

grief,_

Example

6.

__M=

fall, grief, in

has

has four quarter note

pulses.

Droop,herbs and

3

show'rs, Our

.,...

.

beau -ties

are

not

ours;

Asymetric phrasing
"Lament," The Hour -Glass

In the same Example 6,

note how Fine uses expressive

markings to further clarify the text: the tenuto marking
above "Fall" and the short crescendo and decrescendo

encompassing the final phrase,
This is

a

"Our beauties are not ours."

typical example of Irving Fine's sensitivity to

the text and its expressive possibilities.
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Fine was careful not to use texts that,
in one or

if repeated

several imitative writing techniques, would

destroy the literary integrity.

often stating,

His wife quotes him as

"sometimes great words do not need music. "42

One final comment from the composer concerning the

music and the text:
their meaning,

"I

did not choose my poems because of

but simply because in general character they

suited my needs. There is

correspondence between text and

a

music but no word-painting." 43

Melodic Metamorphosis
Melodic metamorphosis

is

a

term Fine himself applied

to his development technique as recorded in the program

notes for the performance of The Hour- Glass, May

1,

1951:

"The music of the various choruses is linked thematically.
In fact the last

chorus is

a

metamorphosis of the opening

theme in the first." 44
This can be seen when comparing the opening themes
of the first and last songs.

The opening theme in the first

chorus, "O Know to End as to Begin," has the same pitch

sequence as the opening theme in the final chorus,

"The

Hour -Glass "; but the latter has been changed to different

registers (refer to Example 7)

.
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miff'

O

iir_---a

know to end

Andante.P sew pïice
but

Example

7.

.. «rca
con

72

sid

er

The first and last choruses
thematically related
"O know to end as to begin"
"The Hour- Glass"
The Hour -Glass

Fine composed his own melodies avoiding the use of
folk material unlike some of his contemporaries,

notably

Aaron Copland and Virgil Thomson, who worked extensively
with folk tunes.

Fine typically used short melodic

fragments or motives as basic compositional material,
selecting intervallic relationships to be treated
sequentially, imitatively, in ostinato figures,
augmentation,

in

diminution,

"fortspinnung" rather than
In Example 8,

a

in

or varying them in a

straight repetitive process.

the use of the 4th interval is seen

melodically and harmonically; note the parallel fourths in
the first measure between the tenor and bass voices.
in

the first two measures,

the 4th

the soprano with an ostinato -like

is used

Also,

melodically in

repetition.

The 4th

interval also begins each voice of the imitative section

starting in measure

5.
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5

sfz

j

?
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-

p

fl

r
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mp

la

la

la

1

sin

to

Know

Repeating intervals
"O know to end as to begin"
The Hour -Glass

In his study,

"Thematic Material and Development

Techniques in Selected Contemporary Compositions," Maurice
Laney compared development techniques of Fine, Shapero,

Persichetti, Mennin, Vincent,

Schuman, Read and Dahl.

He

found that each of these composers was preoccupied with

basic motives as building blocks.

Laney concludes the use

type of melodic development successfully achieved

of this

unity and coherence in each of the compositions compared in
his study.

Laney goes on to discuss this method of motivic

metamorphosis

as

the continuation of

a

practice begun by

many earlier composers including Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms
and is

a

common feature in later music as well.

various authorities,

such as Sir Hubert H.

He cites

Parry, Leon

Dallin, and Reti, who discuss motivic and thematic

metamorphosis as

a

successful compositional device that was

commonly used by classical and neo- classical composers.

5
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It must be emphasized that many reviewers

of Fine's

music frequently referred to Fine's skill in melody- making.
Virgil Thomson suggested that Fine's music demonstrated

"unusual melodic grace.
music,

"His music falls

"6

Arthur Berger says of Fine's

very pleasantly on the ears, and has

taste and polished detail. "47
Fine's musical personality as
(at times

David Epstein refers to
a

"mixture of refined lyrical

romantic) qualities and

neo- classicism.

"8

a

stylistic leaning toward

Two unforgettable melodies in The

Hour -Glass, the opening theme of "Have You Seen the White

Lily Grow" (which immediately attracted this author to

investigate the entire suite), and the opening theme of the
last song,

"The Hour -Glass," give ample evidence

of Fine's

lyrical mastery.

Harmony and Sonority
In the interview with Mrs.

Fine, she emphasized that

her husband stressed many times that the ear was the

ultimate judge of the success of

a

composition.

"Even when

Irving began working with twelve tone serialized methods

culminating in his Symphony (1962), how it 'sounded' was his
primary concern

Indeed, his careful selection of

". 149

dissonance and its contribution to harmonic color and
sonority

is

a

prominent component of The Hour -Glass.

Notice the A# tenor note at the beginning of "O Do Not
Wanton" in Example

9.

It

is

sharply dissonant in the

50
context of the
A

##,

E

Added pitches such as the

minor chord.

while enhancing harmonic color, also provide an

emotional vitality Fine sought to project.

l

Example

Coloristic dissonance
"0 do not wanton with those eyes"

9.

The Hour -Glass
As Fine progressed in his

career, he used more and

Example 10 is taken from "Lament" and

more chromaticism.

He often contrasted these

shows rapidly changing harmonies.

chromatic sections with sections of static unchanging

.

harmonies, as seen in earlier Example lb, and in Example 11.
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Rapid harmonic changes
"Lament," The Hour -Glass
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Characteristic chords often repeated throughout
Fine's The Hour -Glass particularly include 7th, 9th, and
13th chord sonorities.

Example

1

1

Note the use of the 13th chord in

the choir chants out this

,

sonority for seventeen

measures and actually builds the chord note by note in

measures

8,

9,

This prolonged use of the

and 11.

10,

13th

chord sonority is an example of his static harmony

technique.
1
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13th chord sonority
"0 know to end as to begin"
The Hour -Glass
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Another tool Fine uses well in The Hour -Glass to create
distinct sonorities

the effective spacing of voices.

is

The

wide spacing of female and male voices and their overlapping
phrases in "Have you seen the white lily grow"

(Example 12)

demonstrates

a

sonorities.

The effective spacing allows Fine to build

skillful contrasting of treble and bass
a

rich full sound without sacrificing clarity.

1
-
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r

LL

Andante (Freely) J
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.
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Contrasting sonorities; wide voice spacing
"Have you seen the white lily grow,"
The Hour -Glass
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Wide spacing

is

seen throughout The Hour -Glass with

range extending from
the soprano.

a

low

E

in

the bass to

a

high

a

vocal

a"

in

Eight part writing is spread throughout the

entire vocal range.
Aaron Copland recognized Fine's particular talent in

creating effective sonorities when he stated, "Fine's music
wins us over through its keenly conceived sonorities and its
fully expressive content."5°

Neo- Classic Forms
Always apparent in Irving Fine's music is his

adherence to pre- existing musical forms.

He was not one to

experiment with new forms, but tended to stay within the
standard Classical and earlier forms, such as the sonata,
simple binary, ternary, and slight modifications of each.
He was fond of including short coda sections,

rounded binary form.

similar to

a

This is seen in the opening five

measures and the closing five measures of "Have you seen the
white lily grow,"

and again in "Against Jealousy," the

beginning eight measures and ending nine measures.

Fine

also uses accompaniment techniques from earlier periods,
such as ostinato figures and even an occasional ground bass.

Example 13A shows an ostinato located in the bass line of
"Lament," and 13B reveals several measures of
and baritone taken from "O know to end as to

a

ground bass
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The ground is repeated six times as marked in the

begin."
example.

1
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r
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Ostinato, "Lament"

a.
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Drop,
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still__

could

la

la

sin.
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;
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b.

Example 13.

la
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la

la

la

la

la.

Ground bass,
"O know to end as to begin"

Ostinato and ground bass technique
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All of The Hour -Glass songs are very sectionalized

with distinct cadences as dividing lines.

Fine uses an

eclectic array of procedures to sectionalize The Hour -Glass.

Imitative and canonic sections appear in "O know to end as
to begin," and "Against Jealousy."

These are juxtaposed

with sections of widely spaced verticle harmony, as well as
unison sections.
Fine often uses the concertante technique of setting
tutti against

a

smaller soloistic group.

Wanton with Those Eyes,"
choir.

In

a

In

"0 Do Not

women's trio alternates with full

"O Know to End as to Begin," alto and soprano

soloists are introduced and eventually become part of
sextet that sings

a

complementary part to the full choir.

Also in "Against Jealousy"
as well

as a

a

a

solo mixed quartet is featured

solo soprano and alto.

An example of the French chanson style consisting of
the primary melody in the top part with an accompaniment of

lower voices can readily be seen in "Lament" as the

sopranos carry the more florid melody throughout, while the
the lower three parts provide the harmony,

Example

14.

as seen in
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Melody and accompaniment
"Lament," The Hour -Glass
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General Observations
A

number of interesting observations may be made in

looking at the overall organization of The Hour -Glass.

As

we have seen, Fine uses an economy of material throughout
all six pieces.

He develops melodic and rhythmic motives

and even characteristic recurring intervals.

The tonal

centers all revolve around the basic E, G, B, triad, mostly
third related: No.
in B major;

No.

4

1

in

in E flat
E

major; No.2 in G major; No.3

major; No.

5

in G major;

and No.

6

in

G minor.

Tempos and moods are varied throughout.

An upbeat

beginning gives way to the leisurely free feeling of "Have
you

seen the while lily grow."

do not wanton with

extreme of

a

The buoyancy and gaity of "0

those eyes" is followed by the emotional

highly accented,

driven "Against Jealousy."

syncopated,

and fiercely

This is followed by the

contrasting lento of "Lament," and completed with the
moderate and contemplative character of "The Hour-Glass."
This series of contrasts creates much interest in rehearsal
and performance, providing the variety necessary to allow

choristers

time to perfect and appreciate

a

difficult score.

The lyricism and pleasing sonorities of the pieces also

encourage singers to

a

more sustained effort in fine -tuning

the more angular and less easily negotiated intervals and

rhythms.
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One is also aware that The Hour -Glass is distinctly
and idiomatically crafted for the voice.

ranges and voice -leading are,

good vocal technique,

same time,

While demanding

challenging and performable.

at the

The utmost

advantage is taken of the female and male registers to

Idiomatic scoring is consistent

create optimum sonorities.

in all of Irving Fine's music,

medium he

is

or symphony),

and regardless for what

writing (string quartet, wind quintet, chorus
critics and scholars agree that Irving Fine's

skillful use of instruments and voices contributes to his

compositional success.
The variety of scoring throughout The Hour -Glass

requires solo voices as well as
and solo combinations: No.

1

a

number of unusual tutti

for tutti chorus,

two solo

sopranos and two solo altos, solo tenor and baritone; No.
for full chorus;

No.

3

for tutti chorus and solo soprano,

mezzo soprano, and alto; No.

4

for tutti chorus and solo

mixed quartet with solo soprano and solo alto; No.
full chorus;

No.

6

2

5

for

for full chorus.

The Hour -Glass was composed for an accomplished

chorus and requires vocal skill in producing
accents and articulations.
staccato,

sostenuto,

wide range of

The choristers are asked to sing

tenuto, marcato,

range from ppp to fff.

a

legato, and

a

dynamic

In addition the singers must be able

to produce short and long crescendos that demand good air

control.

Finally,

singers must have

a

good sensitivity for
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subdivision and syncopation because of the many mixed meters
and offbeat accents.

The music also requires

octave range of each individual singer,

extending to

a

low E and

a

high

b".

comprehensive demands on the singers,
adult, reasonably mature,

a

singable two

the outer parts

Because of these
it

is best to use

voices for optimum results.

CHAPTER

5

SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
Irving Fine was

a

significant music educator.

He

was responsible for major changes in the approach to the

creative arts in the New England area.

Starting with some

basic criticisms of the music curriculum at Harvard, Fine
felt that the music curriculum of the 30's and 40's

neglected the performing aspect, was too cerebral, and did
not include enough actual music -making in the daily academic

activities.

All performances were then

a

result of

extra- curricular activities organized and sponsored by music
clubs.

In

1948,

Fine redesigned the minimum performance

requirements at the Harvard University School of Music and
published them in the College Music Association Papers.
Sincerely believing that learning was inseparable from
doing,

he changed the curriculum to include much more

in -class performance,

at

and also to require

least one instrument.

a

Although this was

proficiency on
a

step in the

right direction, Fine still felt that the curriculum was

inadequate because it viewed performance as merely an
adjunct to other things.

Furthermore, there was still no

provision for instruction in other instruments.
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In the same
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publication, Fine also concluded that performing facilities
in liberal arts

colleges were inadequate.

The following

quote sums up his 1948 assessment:

apparent today that technological advances
are progressively restricting the demand for
There is a growing danger
professional musicians.
that Americans will become a nation of musical
spectators. The sooner we realize that the listening
function is only one of the many that the cultivated
amateur must develop, the sooner we create in our
liberal arts colleges adequate facilities for performance training and ensprjble playing, and the more we
will meet this challenge.
It is

In addition to his

contributions at Harvard, Fine

was able to design, plan, and implement

a

comprehensive

creative arts curriculum at Brandeis University.

He was the

primary guide for the School of Creative Arts and helped
institute the annual Creative Arts Awards that have

contributed significantly to young American artists over the
past thirty -five years.

Brandeis Creative Arts Awards in

Music have been awarded to many of America's most talented
composers, including Seymour Shifrin, Gunther Schuller,
Tison Street, Leon Kirchner, Donald Martino, Earl Kim, John
Harbison,

and David Del Tredici.

Under Fine's able administration, the School of

Creative Arts grew and was greatly expanded.

This expansion

included an annual summer festival beginning in 1952.
festival became the setting for much collaborative work
between artists and offered

premiering new works.

a

venue for discussing and

Leonard Bernstein's Trouble in

The
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Tahiti was premiered at this festival as well as many
other new works.

Irving Fine was also

a

significant contributor to

the annals of music criticism.

He was invited to be on the

first editorial board of New Perspectives in Music, and

consistently wrote reviews for the Musical Quarterly, Notes,
various newspapers,

wrote

and other professional publications.

He

very concise summary of twentieth century music

a

which was published by Grolier in the 1948 edition of the
Book of Knowledge, and published various lectures on new
trends in French music.

Fine's writings confirm him to be

a

discerning critic with impeccable standards.
Irving Fine's contributions as
documented.

teacher are well

a

Having learned his teaching style and being

close to perhaps the greatest music teacher of this century,
Nadia Boulanger,
as:

1)

a

he passed on to his students such values

high degree of craftsmanship; 2)

knowledge of the basics;

3)

a

complete

thorough knowledge of the great

composers and their methods; and

4)

an emphasis

on each

student's individual expression.
Fine was

a

consummate analyst.

classes for eleven years as

a

He taught analysis

faculty member of the

Berkshire Music School at Tanglewood.

To balance and

enhance the analysis taught in the classroom, he stressed

performance.

His classes combined spontaneity with rigorous

attention to the task at hand.

Richard Finder,

a

former
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student of Fine's at Brandeis, writes, "He was able to

communicate clearly what he felt to be great in music as
well as criticize the unsuccessful."52

His

positive and never cynical; forthright,
demeaning,

demeanor was
elitist or

but not

critical writings consistently bear out.

as his

Irving Fine certainly passed on the Boulanger legacy
of teaching.

Brandeis,

Through his teaching positions at Harvard,

and Tanglewood he has had

this generation of music teachers.

a

far -reaching effect on

One only has to look at

composition students that have attended these institutions
in the 40's,

50's,

and

60's noting their present teaching

positions in major colleges and universities to verify this
influence.
As

a

composer, Fine not only gave us

repertory of music, but also
brought about by

a

a

a

notable

glimpse of the creative agony

change in values.

He was challenged to

reconcile the atonal twelve tone system with his

predisposition for

a

neo -tonal approach to composition.

Fine was not an innovator, but nevertheless, he met the

challenge head -on. As Arthur Berger states in the first
volume of Perspectives of New Music, "...
met as

a

composer,

performer,

this struggle he

but also as an administrator,

a

teacher,

and loyal friend of composers in need. "53

In spite of his own struggle with changing

he defended the avante -garde and experimental,

both select and very broad audiences.

values,

addressing

He gave lectures on
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"musique concrete" at Harvard and Dartmouth attempting to

bring into perspective the new directions he had experienced

while on

a

Fulbright research project in France.

speaking to
criticism,

a

In

general audience, he responded to the age -old

"Why do we not hear music as Mozart or Handel

would write ?" with this statement:
All creation is involved in the process of discovery.
It is this constant seeking and finding of new and
fresh material that is one of the main guiding forces
We know and love Haydn and
of a composer of any age.
Mozart and can learn much from them, but to write
like they did would be nothing more than a rehash of
another man's wonderful innovations. Above all, we
must have our own personal integrity.

Irving Fine's career is

a

study in extreme self -

criticism and supreme craftsmanship. The intensity and
movement in all of his music reveals an emotional vitality
rooted in an elegant sense of order and control.
at

a

Fine came

crossroads of significant change in American music.

faced it and came up with his own original thinking and

synthesis of the forces and influences around him.

That

example is perhaps his greatest contribution to later
generations.

He
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Titcomb,

A

fitting memorial was written in verse by Caldwell

a

former student, fellow composer and close friend:

Stopped Diapason
stilled too soon the vernal voice of one
Who knew the art to slake the thirst of youth
For all the arcane laws and subtle truth
The music spun
Within the sphere of sounds!
Throughout the years he scanned with seasoned sight,
And sowed the future in the neophyte.
Who then can say that he is really done?
O

Creative vision spurred him fast ahead
To mould a team to aid his titan task.
These helpers' discords deftly did he mask,
Leading his band in march with one firm tread,
And harmonize in glorious consonance,
Whose ring shall loud continue to enhance.
So may one claim that he has truly fled?
And from his fertile ichor didst derive
A stream of treasured musics that expressed
The joys and pains that welled; high in his breast- All giv'n finest form one could contrive
For voice or string, for pipe or drum. Since now
They will the whole world richly e'er engpw,
Is it not clear their maker's yet alive.
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I
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Toccata Concertante
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October 22, 1948
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Music for Piano

1948

Boulanger 60th
birthday

Partita for Wind Quintet

19+8

recorded in 1949

The Hour -Glass

1949

May 1, 1951
New England

9,

Conservatory
Chorus
1949

25th anniversary
of Koussevitsky
Boston Symphony

Notturno for Strings and Harp

1950

March, 1951
Zimbler
Sinfonietta

Old American Songs

1952

not determined

String Quartet

1952

March, 1953

In Grato

Jubilo

Julliard String
Quartet
72

73

Mutability Song Cycle

1952

March,

An Old Song

1953

A.

Alice in Wonderland, Set II

1953

March, 1954
Harvard Glee Club

Childhood Fables for Grown -ups 1954
Set

1953

T. Davison
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not determined

I

Childhood Fables for Grown -ups 1955
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Serious Song, A Lament for
String Orchestra
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November, 1955
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Children's Piano Pieces
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not determined

Fantasia for String Trio
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McCord's Menagerie

1957
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Harvard Glee Club

Romanza for Wind Quintet

1958

not determined

Blue Tower

1959

June, 1960
Boston Pops Orch.

Diversions for Orchestra

1960

November, 1960
Boston Symphony

Symphony

1962

March, 1962
Boston Symphony

1957
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of Wisconsin, 1967.

D.

Interviews and Other Sources

Boston Public Library.

"Nadia Boulanger Scrapbook."

"Serge Koussevitzky Scrapbook."
Fine, Verna.
Widow of Irving Fine.
New York, July 17, 1987.

Personal interview,

Professor Emeritus, Harvard University,
French, Richard.
Music,
School of
and personal friend of Irving Fine.
Phone interview, New Haven, Connecticut,
July 17, 1987.
Tanglewood /Berkshire Music School,
Perry, Thomas D.
Executive Director, retired, West Stockbridge,
Personal interview, July 16, 1987.
Massachusetts.

Tanglewood Yearbooks,
Tanglewood, Massachusetts.
.

E.

1948 -1957,

Choral Music

SATB choir and
Fine, Irving.
Alice in Wonderland Set I.
piano, Warner Brothers Publications (distributed by
Jenson Publications Inc., 2770 S. 171st. Street, New
Berlin, Wisconsin 53151 -0248).
Fine, Irving.
Alice in Wonderland Set II.
SSA choir and
piano, Warner Brothers Publications (distributed by
Jenson Publications Inc.)
.

Fine,

The Choral New Yorker.
TBB, SSA, SATE
Irving.
choirs and piano, New York: Carl Fischer, Inc., 1976.

Fine,

SATE choir with divisi,
The Hour -Glass.
Irving.
New York: G. Schirmer (distributed
soli, a cappella,
by Hal Leonard Publishers, 8112 West Bluemound Rd.,
P.O. Box 13819, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53213), 1951.

Fine,

TBB choir, a cappella,
Irving.
McCord's Menagerie.
New York: G. Schirmer (distributed by Hal Leonard

